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Comfort, quality and a carlike driving experience are key strengths of the Lexus RX Although it
falls short of its competitors in some ways, it's impeccably crafted and boldly styled. The RX is
a smart pick if you're looking for a well-rounded luxury crossover. The base model comes with a
3. All-wheel drive is optional. The F Sport includes sportier exterior styling, inch wheels,
adaptive suspension dampers, enhanced engine sound, transmission paddle shifters, unique
gauges, heated and ventilated sport seats, leather upholstery and unique interior trim. The F
Sport is also available with all-wheel drive. Options are grouped into packages or are
stand-alone items, and availability can depend on the trim level and region in which you live.
The Premium package adds roof rails, auto-dimming side mirrors, automatic wipers, driver-seat
memory functions, leather upholstery, wood trim and a rear armrest storage compartment. The
Navigation package adds a navigation system, the Remote Touch tech interface, a larger A
rear-seat entertainment system can be added to the Luxury package and includes two Other
options include blind-spot monitoring with rear cross-traffic alert, a panoramic-view backup
camera, either a regular or a panoramic sunroof, a towing package with an upgraded cooling
system , front and rear parking sensors, a hands-free power liftgate, upgraded LED headlights
with 18 individual LED accent lights , a color head-up display, a heated steering wheel and a
speaker Mark Levinson sound system. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of
dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help
you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research
the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Lexus RX Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save.
View Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Which RX does Edmunds recommend? Even if you're not interested in a sporty crossover, we
think the F Sport is the way to go. Its improved handling doesn't come at the expense of ride
comfort thanks to its adaptive suspension, and its styling enhancements give the RX a bit more
flair. As for options, it's largely up to you. Though the Remote Touch interface is far from great,
chances are you'll end up with it anyway to get some of the RX's other bundled feature extras.
Overall rating 4. The RX comes in just two versions, although it can be optioned in many ways.
The ratings in this review are based on our full test of the Lexus RX base model 3. Read more.
Driving 4. The 3. The RX chassis also steers, handles and brakes with poise and balance, unless
you drive it like some kind of Porsche and push it quite hard. It's engaging enough feel for most
people but stops short of being a sporty SUV. Acceleration 4. The strong 3. It sprinted to 60 mph
in 7. Braking 3. The brakes give a reassuring and secure vibe in daily use, with steady response
and consistent feel. But we did observe more nosedive and pull than expected in our mph
panic-stop tests, which ranged from a distance of to feet. Steering 4. The RX responds
accurately to inputs, with steering effort that's neither too high nor too low. It nicely isolates
road vibrations, too. But it can also feel vague, lacking some of the feedback that helps you
judge how much to turn the wheel. Handling 4. You'll feel stable and secure in the RX , even
when hustled on mountain roads. Body roll is gradual and smooth, and there isn't that much of
it until you push it hard. It's not a sports car, but it's certainly no marshmallow that will upset
sensitive tummies. Drivability 4. The fantastic eight-speed transmission delivers smooth and
predictable shifts yet will still readily downshift as needed in response to throttle inputs. That's
an increasingly rare trait â€” the competition holds on to top gear for dear life. Comfort 4. It's
easy to see the RX as a pleasant place to spend a long road trip. It has comfy seats with
available intelligent heating and cooling, the cabin is quiet and serene, and the ride is mostly
smooth. We say "mostly" because this current-generation RX favors control over pillowy
softness. Seat comfort 5. We never tired of the sumptuous leather seats, which offer many
adjustments and feature excellent heating and cooling with a unique automatic setting. The
usual RX seat side bolsters are less prominent than with the F Sport seats. Ride comfort 3. The
base RX ride is generally smooth and well damped unless the surface is uneven, at which point
body movement can get busy possibly because of the optional inch wheels. The F Sport's
adaptive suspension adds control without a comfort penalty. You won't find much in the way of
wind rush or road noise, and the engine sound is refined. It's not that there's no noise at all; it's
more a case of fairly low levels that are balanced with one another so no single source of noise
stands out. Interior 4. This easy-to-master cockpit is a spacious and comfy place to pass the

miles. Overall it's excellent, but the huge rear entertainment screens should give you pause,
and the cargo area isn't as versatile as those of rivals, many of which also offer three rows of
seats of admittedly debatable use. Ease of use 4. The seating position is great, and the controls
are easy to use. A nice mix of knobs and buttons. The massive Neither too tall nor too low, the
seat height of the RX is about optimal. Wide-opening doors provide easy access, and the door
sills are cut in fairly close to the seats. The power-memory steering wheel swings away to
provide more clearance. Roominess 4. There's plenty of room up front, even with the panoramic
sunroof present. The rear offers copious headroom and elbow room, but knee and toe space
can be tight behind a tall driver. The optional rear headrest screens significantly reduce
personal space. Visibility 4. The view forward and to the sides is unobstructed, and the rear
three-quarter blind spot is moderate. Nicely sized outside rearview mirrors. The excellent and
optional degree camera system even has a perimeter scan feature. Quality 5. Although Lexus
isn't immune from quality-control gaffes, the Japanese brand is so incredibly consistent with
overall quality, fit and finish and detail that you'll be impressed with how well it holds together,
even with extensive miles on the clock. Utility 4. Bold styling comes with a cost: reduced cargo
capacity. Unless you're looking for max cargo and max luxury, don't consider it a deal-breaker.
The optional hands-free power liftgate is a nice touch. Befitting a luxury crossover, the RX
offers a generous set of standard safety and convenience tech. A robust list of options also
covers a wide range of priorities, including a glorious panoramic sunroof, audiophile sound
quality, heated surfaces, and decadent interior trim and upholstery. Twelve- and speaker
upgrades and the optional navigation system come with an excellent Smartphone integration.
Driver aids. Helpful upgrades include surround-camera view, blind-spot monitoring, and front
and rear parking sensors. Scorecard Overall 4. Write a review See all 93 reviews. Good overall
combination. The latest Highlander was an 08 Sport model. I have 5, miles on it right now. I have
pushed it hard on a very curvy road to the neighborhood and it handles very well. There is just a
hint of wanting to break loose when pushed to the limit, but body lean and steering are as good
as it gets for an SUV. A Porsche might beat it, but not by much. The seating is comfortable, but
my right knee wants to bump the underside of the dash or the center console when driving I'm
6'1". The seat and wheel move out of the way to enter and exit - nice touch. Mark Levinson
sound system is very good and road and wind noise are hushed. Tons of safety features on my
vehicle Visibility is good except out the rear sides where the C pillar blocks the view badly
backup camera makes up for that to some degree. Some of the safety features are tricky and at
times annoying - they are not as refined as I would like. Examples: Radar cruise control resets
based on the last set speed, not your current speed, unless you brake or cancel the setting and
nothing tells you this; so if you set it at 35 and then accelerate to 55 and reset it, it will go to 34,
not Radar cruise will also bring the car to a near stop behind someone turning off to the right so much so that a vehicle behind you may not expect it. Radar cruise will automatically trail and
stop behind a car in front, but when you approach a car stopped at a red light, it is like a game
of chicken - the car will stop, but it is too quick for comfort. When you reset radar cruise to a
lower speed , it sometimes slows the car down by braking and other times it downshifts unpredictability is not what I paid for. With a bike rack in a trailer hitch mount behind the car,
you have to disable multiple safety features in order to be able to back up. You can override it
temporarily by keeping your foot on the gas, but it is a tricky maneuver. The manual doesn't tell
you this happens, so you get to call Lexus to ask how to make the car back up. The navigation
display quit working as did the left side dash info screen for no apparent reason The A. Styling
is a love it or hate it proposition and I am still undecided about that. You cannot get roof cross
bars from Lexus if you have the panoramic roof - you must go to the aftermarket. Lexus says
you have to modify the rear suspension on the FSport if you add their trailer hitch - but not if
you buy a Curt hitch from etrailer! So, read all the footnotes for every option which is where this
info is hidden. Given the price, reliability, handling, comfort, safety features, and interior space,
this is a good bang for the buck, but disappointing in several annoying ways. Read less. Best
Lexus I've owned in 20 years! So I've owned this car for almost exactly 11 months now and I've
enjoyed every single mile of driving it. Ive been averaging around mpg in this car compared to
the LX I only got around mpg. I got the black AWD 3. The only real differences that I disliked in
this model compared to the F sport is the plasticky spindle grill and the size of the tires 18 vs I
also have a regular size sunroof vs the panoramic Otherwise my two tone , cream and brown
interior is gorgeous, I have the upgrade 13 in screen, heated steering wheel, heated and
ventilated front seats, back up cameras, parking assist etc. My model was lacking the wireless
phone charger which I'm bummed about and it didn't come with the Lexus self drive system
which is a glorified lane assist system. I managed to test that twice when I had a loaner car and
the precision of the car for it to stay in the lane driving at 75mph or faster was quite impressive.
It was almost like I was driving a Tesla. Styling: Rating 9. It's very futuristic and quite a

departure from the old school boring RXs of the past. I was looking into getting the Audi Q5 and
when I saw this car I was immediately in love and forgot about the Audi. Ride Rating 9. Materials
Rating 9. Its soft touch plastics everywhere except the corner where the left of the steering
wheel is at. The wood grain is exceptional and I wanted the light wood interior to go along with
the light cream interior. AWD Rating 9. Noise Rating 9. The screen is huge and it splits and its
gorgeous. We even had outdoor bbq grills in the summertime and seamless service staff that
takes care of the car when you take it there for service. Kudos to Lexus of Northborough in MA.
Would I buy this car again? Yes definitely! I would like to get the Atomic silver color and the
premium 20 in wheels and the F sport for sure! Overall Rating 9. Very nice car except engine
groan, trans hunts. I am getting used to the engine groaning. The 8-speed transmission
regularly upshifts when it can't maintain speed and shifts back down within four seconds, then
repeats. It is the constant attempt to keep engine revs under 1, rpm for fuel economy that
causes the groaning and very slight vibration. The engine is laboring, even under the light
throttle of a gentle driver, the revs are so low. Downshifting manually a gear or two completely
eliminates it, making the engine very smooth and quiet. The transmission is reluctant to
downshift when speed drops on a hill with throttle still applied. When climbing a steep hill into
our neighborhood, I must make a sharp turn. I feather the throttle to time my speed reduction to
reach 6 or 7 mph as I reach the sharp corner, still climbing steeply. As I turn it gets steeper and I
add throttle. The speed drops further because it's still in third gear. The torque converter
sounds like it is being abused. The car slows to about two mph, slower than I want to go before
dropping to second, but if I add enough throttle to make it downshift when it should it would
surge ahead too strongly for the turn. It never selects first, which is what is needed. I now shift
manually every time I climb any hill to prevent these problems. When I do, the engine is quiet,
smooth, sounds happy at 2,, rpm and of course there is no hunting. The transmission
programming must have been done on flat land with fuel economy paramount. Positive effects
are my gentle driving and their crummy programming have produced One last transmission
observation; when cruising gently, then deciding to pass, upon adding a lot of throttle suddenly
the car does nothing for almost two seconds as it thinks, revs, drops several gears all at once,
to its credit and finally takes off. Planning is required. Otherwise a great car. Very quiet, smooth
riding, nice seat and steering wheel memory setup, 10, mi oil changes, very high quality
materials with the luxury pkg. Lane Keeping Assist rarely works. Neither headlight system
available, standard or optional, turns the headlights with the steering wheel, even though it is
badly needed for curvy back road driving. Lexus incorrectly calls both systems "adaptive,"
which has always meant headlights swivelling with the steering wheel. Cornering lights with the
optional LED headlights are very helpful when turning, but their light does not reach the light
from the headlights and leaves a big dark area between them. Swiveling headlights would fix
that. My BMW's truly adaptive bi-xenons with cornering lights that meet the edges of the high
beams are far superior. Adaptive Bi-xenon means both low and high beams swivel. Wonderful
for curvy roads, which is all we have around here. My tread depth gauge shows fast tire wear
despite 98th percentile on gentleness. Power steering is easy at low speeds, as it should be.
Overhead view with backup camera beside it can be selected to display automatically at 6 mph
and below. It is terrific for parking. My wife loves this car. I like it a lot despite its flaws. Update
Jan. Now back in Texas, our permanent home, the hills are gone and so are the groans and my
dissatisfaction. The car shines in severe weather. The automatic seat heaters work great, the
HVAC warms or cools the car quickly with less noise than thought possible and the seats are
ultra comfortable luxury package. The overhead camera system continues to satisfy. It is
wonderful for parking straight in the middle of a parking space. Niggles - the cargo net came
with a useless vinyl case that interferes with its function and I had to move it forward to the
shopping bag hooks to get it out of the way and leave some room behind it for bigger things.
Like every car I have ever seen, the spare is installed with the inflation valve facing down so that
a very heavy wheel and tire 20" has to be lifted to air it up. It is so heavy I put it back in upside
down and even though it cannot be bolted down. We both habitually select SPORT on the rotary
transmission selector in front of the armrest, and arm the conventional cruise control which we
prefer hold button on end of stalk in for three seconds every time we start the car. The adaptive
cruise control is nice on a long trip, but it slows down so smoothly when coming up behind
slower traffic that I don't notice, and interferes with my carefully timed passing plan. We love
that the power windows slow down before stopping. There is no perfect car and this is a nice
one. Giving a single star due to droning noise and vibration issue and the hesitation issue of the
8 speed transmission.. Lexus gets an F grade on the RX re-design. BTW h, the hybrid version
seems to be fine as it is not impacted by the above said issues See all 93 reviews of the Used
Lexus RX Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. IIHS Rating.
Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating

out of 21 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the RX Sign Up. Make Model Year. Price and
Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Auto Boutique is proud
to offer excellent, pre-owned vehicles. With our no haggle pricing policy you can be sure you're
getting the best deal possible already discounted and thousands below market value. Buying a
car from us is easy. You can purchase the vehicle by paying cash or let our experienced
business managers get you the best rate through our lending partners. We make these banks
compete for you! Give us a call to see if we are partnered with your lender. Visit our website for
a quick and easy approval. Thank you for considering Auto Boutique for your next vehicle
purchase. That's why we never charge last-minute, bogus fees. We believe in treating you
better--we think you should be able to get the right car at the right price without worrying about
fees taking the joy from the ride. Plus, get your car delivered as soon as the next day with our
Touchless Delivery process designed to keep you safe. Thank you for visiting another one of
Birmingham Luxury Motors, Inc's online listings! With exceptional power, towing and handling,
this SUV can handle anything thrown at it. There's a level of quality and refinement in this Lexus
RX RX that you won't find in your average vehicle. The RX RX has been lightly driven and there
is little to no wear and tear on this vehicle. The care taken on this gently used vehicle is
reflective of the 23,mi put on this Lexus. Performance, ease of use and efficiency are just a few
reasons you'll love the navigation system that comes with this car. Marked by excellent quality
and features with unmistakable refined leather interior that added value and class to the Lexus
RX RX Prices do not include tax, tag. Driver's Way Certified one-owner! Features: 3. Call or
come by for more details on this awesome RX Test drive today! This vehicle meets
Massachusetts Safety Guidelines. Boston Lexus drivers who choose our Watertown dealership
are treated to a first-class experience from the moment they walk through our doors.
Horsepower calculations based on trim engine configuration. Fuel economy calculations based
on original manufacturer data for trim engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the
included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. Customer satisfaction and selling quality
Certified Pre-owned vehicles with guaranteed clean carfax for your peace of mind. We have
excellent relationship with our Nationwide lenders and Credit unions to get you approved at the
lowest rate available, Guaranteed Approval Regardless of your past negative credit history,
Please make appointment immediately and take advantage of our reduced prices today while
this promotion last, Please come and test drive the vehicle of your choice and be prepared to
drive home in 60 minutes, We have reduced our profit margin to the lowest by offering our
customers hassle-free Non-Negotiable One fixed price, We believe in Full transparency, You can
have Zero down or more down your choice, Must finance when applicable and take same-day
delivery. For our bi-lingual customers, Se Habla Espanol. It is equipped with a 8 Speed
Automatic transmission. The vehicle is Caviar with a Noble Brown Leather interior. It is offered
with a full factory warranty. Winner of Dealerrater. At EchoPark, shop thousands of
"nearly-new" one to four-year old, low mileage vehicles. Most are still under the original factory
warranty. Discover how buying nearly new gets you the same benefits associated with buying
new - and gives you that new car feel without the new car price. Only 38, Miles! Contact the
dealer for delivery details, restrictions and costs. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby.
Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment
Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 3, Engine Type Gas 3, Cylinders 6
cylinders 3, Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently
added listings. Know The Deal. No accidents. Price Drop. Five Star Dealer. New Listing.
Showing 1 - 18 out of 3, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Good overall combination. The latest
Highlander was an 08 Sport model. I have 5, miles on it right now. I have pushed it hard on a
very curvy road to the neighborhood and it handles very well. There is just a hint of wanting to
break loose when pushed to the limit, but body lean and steering are as good as it gets for an
SUV. A Porsche might beat it, but not by much. The seating is comfortable, but my right knee
wants to bump the underside of the dash or the center console when driving I'm 6'1". The seat
and wheel move out of the way to enter and exit - nice touch. Mark Levinson sound system is
very good and road and wind noise are hushed. Tons of safety features on my vehicle Visibility
is good except out the rear sides where the C pillar blocks the view badly backup camera makes
up for that to some degree. Some of the safety features are tricky and at times annoying - they
are not as refined as I would like. Examples: Radar cruise control resets based on the last set
speed, not your current speed, unless you brake or cancel the setting and nothing tells you this;
so if you set it at 35 and then accelerate to 55 and reset it, it will go to 34, not Radar cruise will
also bring the car to a near stop behind someone turning off to the right - so much so that a
vehicle behind you may not expect it. Radar cruise will automatically trail and stop behind a car
in front, but when you approach a car stopped at a red light, it is like a game of chicken - the car

will stop, but it is too quick for comfort. When you reset radar cruise to a lower speed , it
sometimes slows the car down by braking and other times it downshifts - unpredictability is not
what I paid for. With a bike rack in a trailer hitch mount behind the car, you have to disable
multiple safety features in order to be able to back up. You can override it temporarily by
keeping your foot on the gas, but it is a tricky maneuver. The manual doesn't tell you this
happens, so you get to call Lexus to ask how to make the car back up. The navigation display
quit working as did the left side dash info screen for no apparent reason The A. Styling is a love
it or hate it proposition and I am still undecided about that. You cannot get roof cross bars from
Lexus if you have the panoramic roof - you must go to the aftermarket. Lexus says you have to
modify the rear suspension on the FSport if you add their trailer hitch - but not if you buy a Curt
hitch from etrailer! So, read all the footnotes for every option which is where this info is hidden.
Given the price, reliability, handling, comfort, safety features, and interior space, this is a good
bang for the buck, but disappointing in several annoying ways. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.
A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Despite hordes of imitators, the Lexus RX
crossover lineup has continued to win the loyalty of its buyers by delivering a driving
experience that accentuates comfort, tranquility, and luxury, topped off with superb reliability.
The RX has long been Lexus' top-seller, and the redesigned model faithfully carries the torch,
even with its new, slightly menacing grill and exterior styling. The 3. The hybrid version offers
added boost and better fuel economy, as it combines the one-two punch of the gas engine and
electric drive. The RX h's hybrid transmission seamlessly puts powe
zj grand cherokee
manual grand cherokee
2008 speed triple
r to the pavement, allowing this SUV to dash from 0 to 60 mph in a quick 7. Reactivate now to
get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error,
please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become
a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member
Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Lexus RX Change Vehicle. There are 3 recalls on this
vehicle. Learn More. Lexus RX Road Test. Best Version to Get. We're most impressed by the RX
h hybrid, thanks to its amazing 29 mpg overall. Consider the blind-spot monitoring system
which is standard on the RX h. We'd skip the F Sport simply because it runs counter to the car's
mission. The handling improvements are slight and despite all of the F Change Vehicle. Ready
to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a
Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews.

